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ABSTRACT

BUI, HA, V., “A Student Management System for Reed Music Studios”, Master of
Software Engineering, May 2010 (Dr. Kasi Periyasamy).

Reed Music Studios in Onalaska, Wisconsin provides private instruction in piano,
strings, flute and guitar. Most of the management activities in the studio are manual
paper-based operations which are time consuming and cause many difficulties in
management. The purpose of the Student Management System for the Reed Music
Studios is to provide a system that helps the studio managers conduct their daily
business more easily and improve the studio’s business. The daily activities include
student lessons, payment for lessons, book sales and more. In addition, information
about special events such as recitals conducted by the studio and participation in
various competitions will also be maintained by the system’s database. The system is
developed as a web-based application that provides users flexibility and convenience.
Previous data maintained by the Studio was converted from Microsoft Excel and Word
files to Microsoft SQL databases and normalized. This manuscript describes the design
and implementation of the Student Management System and also includes the
challenges and problems faced during the development and deployment.
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GLOSSARY

ASP.NET
A Web application framework developed and marketed by Microsoft to allow
programmers build dynamic websites, web applications and web services.
HTML
Hypertext Markup Language. A predominant markup language designed for web
pages.
JSP
Java Server Pages is a Java technology that helps software developers serve
dynamically generated web pages based on HTML, XML, or other document
types.
Microsoft SQL Server
A relational database management system (RDBMS) developed and marketed by
Microsoft. Its primary query language is Transact-SQL, an implementation of the
ANSI/ISO standard Structured Query Language (SQL) used by both Microsoft
and Sybase. [2]
SRS
Software Requirements Specification, a complete description of the behavior of
the system to be developed.
Visual Studio .NET
An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) from Microsoft. [3]
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1. Background information

An organization that uses a reasonably large volume of data on a daily basis need
to ensure the integrity of data it manipulates. When such an organization uses manual
processes for handing the data, the processes not only take more time but also will be
error-prone. Automation of those manual processes using software products appears to
reduce unnecessary manual work hours, ensure consistency of data and hence improve
the quality of work.
The Reed Music Studios in Onalaska, Wisconsin is one of the organizations
addressed in the previous paragraph which happens to do a number of activities
manually using paper and pencil. Founded in 1987, the studio provides music classes
for a variety of instruments and vocal training. Currently the studio has 14 music
teachers and nearly 250 students. The enrollment has grown steadily over the years and
is expected to grow in the future as well. This significant increase in the number of
teachers and students warrant the necessity of a computerized system for the studio in
order to easily manage its day to day activities.
The studio currently manages most of its schedule and other activities (inventory
management, order management, tuition management etc.) using spreadsheets and
WORD documents. This process is very time consuming for the studio’s managers,
and also leads to inconsistency and incorrectness in data maintenance. The aim of the
current project was to develop a web-based application that provides an effective
student management system for the studio. The following functionalities were
expected to be included:


Maintain teachers’ information (add/delete/modify).



Maintain students’ information (add/delete/modify).



Assign/de-assign student to/from instructor; this is expected to be done
manually and occasionally.
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Manage payments from parents. Each instructor is paid separately by the
parents of kids taking lessons with that instructor. The software must
generate automatic reminders for payments which will be emailed to the
parents.



Develop a schedule for lessons. This includes several constraints
including the following:
o The teachers enter their lesson time schedule into the system. This
information will be available for parents and kids when they
choose their schedule for lessons.
o Parents and kids may prefer specific time slots, especially when
more than one kid comes from the same family. The software was
expected to support requests from parents which will later be
honored by the instructors, if the requested time slots are
available.
o Kids from the same family are expected to be allocated
contiguous time slots if they are taking lessons from the same
instructor.
o

Continuing students of the studio must be given preferences over
new students.



Maintain information on various competitions and recitals. In addition to
frequent recitals conducted by the studio, the kids from the studio
participate in various competitions such as Honors recital, State
competition from Wisconsin Music Teachers Association and so on. This
information is a performance indicator which could be used for future
improvement of the studio activities.



Maintain all information related to inventories and orders in the studio
such as instruments, accessories, books etc. This is the additional request
that supports the daily tasks of the studio managers.
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Generate reports related to the inventories database. This feature is to
help the studio managers get a quick overview of what the studio has
currently in its inventories database.



Manage messages and reminders sent by users to other users in the
system. This feature is like a small messaging system in which the
managers/teachers can send/receive/delete/reply to the reminders whereas
the parents/students can only receive/reply to them.



Security of information is another major concern since the product is
web-based.
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2. Design

and

Development

of

the

Student

Management System

2.1 Life Cycle Model for the Project
A software life cycle describes the development activities of a software product.
It refers to a coherent sequence of well-defined software development processes, from
conception to eventual retirement over the course of a software product’s lifespan. The
various stages and activities performed in each stage may vary depending on the life
cycle model chosen. There are several software life cycle models described in the
literature. However, there is no single life cycle model that is best suited for every
project [1]. Different software life cycle models may complement each other on the
same project during different stages of the development of a project. Choosing the
most appropriate model for a particular software project is challenging. Many factors
such as availability of resources, deadlines, developer’s skill etc. may influence the
choice of a life cycle.
For the current project, the customer was not sure of all the requirements of the
system at the beginning of the project. Therefore, the developer initially used a rapid
prototyping model to demonstrate the initial set of requirements by developing a
throw-away prototype. This prototype helped the developer identify most of the
requirements of the project. After discovering the most important as well as the set of
anticipated requirements and having feedback from the customer, the developer
primarily used the incremental prototyping model for the rest of the project. The
gradual introduction of requirements in each iteration provided sufficient time for the
customer to adjust to the system while also allowing for adjustment of expectations
and responsiveness to changes [4]. This also helps the developer test and debugs the
system easily and gets reality check from customer feedback.
4

2.2 Development of the project
The first phase of development used the rapid prototyping model collecting
software requirements from the studio’s managers and also investigating the document
management of the studio. This was done to produce the SRS for the product.
Requirements were then analyzed and a detailed design document was written. In the
next phase, the product was developed using the incremental prototyping model.

2.3 Collecting software requirements
During the initial requirements gathering phase, the developer had a few
meetings with the studio’s managers and a few other meetings with the project adviser
in order to understand the application domain of the project as well as the technology
and tools to be used for the development. Some of the major requirements that were
collected during this process are listed below:


Maintain teachers’ information (add/delete/modify).



Maintain students’ information (add/delete/modify).



Assign/de-assign student to/from instructor; this is done manually and
occasionally.



Manage payments from parents.



Develop a schedule for lessons.



Maintain information on various competitions and recitals.
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During the discussions, the following additional requirements were also added:


Facilitate studio’s inventory/order database management.



All data must be validated in order to prevent inconsistency.



A reminder sub-system must be introduced to notify users about
important events like meeting, payment due date etc.



The user with administrative rights (the studio managers) must be able to
grant privileges to a set of users depending upon their roles in the studio
(teachers, students).



Security - Authentication: All users in the system need to login with a
username and password. They should be able to change their own
passwords. If they forget their passwords, there must be a password
recovery wizard to create new password.



Security – Authorization: The set of functionalities invoked by a user
depends on the type of the user.



Security – Confidentiality: The system must support encrypted passwords
and the ability to encrypt data stored in database.

In addition to the above requirements, a careful study of the technical expertise
of the various types of users in the system (mostly managers and teachers from the
studio) revealed that the user interface of the system must be easy to use and user
friendly because most of the users have little experience using computers. At this
point, the project adviser suggested that web application would be the best solution for
the users of the system. The advantages and disadvantages of a web application system
are listed below:
Advantages of using web-based user interface:


Deployment: eliminating client administration is possible to achieve if all
processing is handled by the server. Though it may look like the server is
overloaded, in this particular project, the volume of data is not significant
that creates a performance issue.
6



Portability is high because clients only need web browsers. Since most
users of this system are not computer experts, installing and upgrading
client side software should be minimum or null. It is therefore more
convenient for a remote administrator to maintain the product without
going to the studio.

Disadvantage of using web-based user interface:


There are cross-browser issues since not all browsers render everything
in the same way, especially older browser versions.



There are no real standards that currently exist for web-based
applications.



There is no drag and drop facility in web interfaces without additional
programming effort, intelligence, auto-completion and context-sensitive
help.



Responsiveness from servers can be an issue depending on bandwidth
and graphics as well as the other factors. However, this does not seem to
be an issue for the current project.



The system will be unavailable if there are issues due to network
problems.

At the beginning of the project, both the developer and the studio’s managers
had agreed that prototyping each subset of the project’s functionalities would be of
great value. It helped in refining requirements, and evaluating the feasibility of the
product. The first prototype was completed in March 2009. Technologies including
JSP/Servlet and ASP.NET were examined. Each technology is a server-side scripting
language that embeds users’ code, or logically separated for the application code and
HTML for the presentation layer. Each of the languages is capable of creating a crossplatform, cross-browser web-based application as they return naïve HTML code to the
clients after all the server-side code has been processed and replaced by the engines
that process the server script. However, based on the developer’s experience, Visual
7

C#.Net was chosen as the programming language and ASP.NET was chosen for
developing the server-side scripting. Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 was used as a
development environment for the project. Furthermore, Microsoft SQL Express 2008
was used as the database tool. It was easier to develop the user interface in ASP.NET
and C# because of the developer’s previous experience in that technology. LINQ was
used to connect/update/retrieve data from SQL database.
The first prototype included user logins and a few record queries to establish
communication between the C#/ASP.NET project files and the SQL Server. The
prototype implemented the screen shorts for most of the functionalities. It also
included some additional enhancements that the managers had asked for. The
managers’ feedback was positive and the next prototype was started.

2.4

Incrementing prototyping

After the first prototype, the actual development process was started. When each
subset of functionalities was finished, the system was carefully unit-tested, and the
developer performed integration and system testing as well. The developer then
uploaded the system into his personal web server so that the studio managers can test
the system and give a feedback to the developer. The product was then refined
according to the customers’ expectations. By using this prototype, the customer got
more involvement in using the system, and it also helped the developer to closely
match with the customers’ expectations.
The system was beta-tested mostly by the studio’s managers and teachers first.
All the functionalities in the system reflect their manual daily tasks in the studio, and
so they were able to comment on changes and improvement. After a finite number of
iterations and positive feedback, the final software package was given to the customer.
It will be deployed to the current studio’s web server.
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3. The Student Management System Application

This section explains the user classification, high-level architectural design,
detailed design, database design, security design, and user interface design along with
some detailed usability issues that were some of the factors considered in the
development process.
The Student Management System is composed of three layers - a presentation
layer, an application logic layer, and a database layer. By designing each layer
independently, it is possible to change one layer without affecting (or reduce changes
made to) the other layers. For example, the presentation layer (the user interface) can
be modified without affecting the application layer. Likewise any change to the
database design can be made with a little modification to the other two layers. The
three-layered architecture thus supports easy maintenance.

3.1 User classification and characteristics
The application is a multi-user system. There are mainly three types of users:
managers, teachers and parents/students (parents will be a part of the system if the
students are still young).


Managers are responsible for creating and maintaining user accounts,
keeping track of inventories/orders, managing category (like instruments,
books etc.) and sub-category of inventories (for example, in instrument
category, there are sub-categories like violin, guitar etc.), and managing
competition information and photos as well as generating reports.



Teachers are responsible for managing their individual teaching
schedules. They can also manage information regarding tuition payments
made by students or parents every month.
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Parents/Students are able to view teachers’ schedules and then request
lesson schedule from a teacher.

The managers and teachers are able to create and send messages and reminders;
they are also able to receive messages and reminders from other users in the system as
well as able to reply back to the messages. Parents/students can only receive messages
and reply to reminders. The managers and teachers could also manage their own daily
schedule. Login authentication for all types of users is done by their username and
password. Table 1 shows the user types and the functionalities that can be performed
by each user type.
User type

Manager

Parents/Students

Teacher

Functionalities


Add/Modify/Delete/Search users in the system.



Add parent/guardian information of a student.



Add/Modify/Delete/Search category/sub-category in the system.



Add/Modify/Delete/Search inventory in the system.



Add/Modify/Delete/Search order in the system.



Create albums and upload images.



Generate cost and inventory report.



Create/ Reply to/Delete reminders.



Personal schedule management.



Request for lesson schedule.



Reply to/Delete reminders.



Personal schedule management.



Payment management.



Create/ Reply to /Delete reminders.

Table 1. User roles and their functionalities
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The use case diagram for the entire system is shown in the figure 1.
uc Use Case Model

Maintain teachers

Manager

Maintain students

Maintain competitions

Manage inventories

Manage orders

Manage photos
Teacher
Generate report

Manage schedule

Manage reminder

Student/Parents

Login/Logout

Assign/deassign
student

Request schedule

Make payment

Figure 1. Use case diagram for the student management system
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Database

3.2 High level architectural design
The Student Management System was developed using the Microsoft .NET
framework; the application layer is written in Visual C#. The user, from a client
machine, will use his/her web browser to interact with the system. The browser will
then send HTTP requests to the web server which in turn requests a service and passes
parameters to the application tier. The application tier handles the request by making
queries and updates to the database. The results will be passed back to the presentation
tier which creates the user interface in HTML. Finally, this result is returned to the
client browser.

Requests or
Submits Data
User

Server

Client

Retrieve/Store SQL database
information to
the database

Figure 2. High level architectural design
Currently, the Student Management System is designed as a two-tied application.
The database and the web server will be on the same machine that hosts the current
studio’s website, and the clients are on separate machines. The main advantage of
using this type of architecture is the flexibility and the separation between the logic
and content of the web application. For this scope of the project, the database
administrator’s role is primarily setting up the database structure for the application to
run. This could be done by the person who is currently maintaining the studio’s
website. In the future, when the studio’s database is growing, it is anticipated that there
will be more work for the database administrator in terms of concurrency, efficiency
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and data integrity. The current version of the system does not include any concurrent
features.

3.3 Detailed design architecture
As a web-based application, users have to interact with the system through web
pages. Each page stands for a distinct functionality of the system. After discussing with
the studio’s managers and the project adviser, the functionalities were identified and
grouped into two major categories: (1) core functionalities (shown in Table 2), and (2)
functionalities provided by third party software (shown in table 3). Each category
consists of several modules which are listed in the corresponding tables below:

No.

Module name

Functionalities
Allow every user in the system to perform login related

1

Account module

functionalities: login, logout, change password, reset password,
recover password.
Allow studio’s managers to manage a user’s profile in the

2

User module

system: create new user, modify/delete/search existing users,
add parent/guardian information for students.
Allow studio’s managers to manage the inventory of the studio.

3

Inventories module

There are three sub-modules that are included in this module
which are: categories management, sub-categories management
and inventories management.
Allow studio’s managers to manage the entire orders database

4

Orders module

in the studio: create new order, modify/delete/search existing
orders, and search orders associated with existing inventories.
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This module allows the teacher to submit their availability
schedule for teaching and this schedule can be viewed by
students/parents. After the students/parents request specific
5

Teachers schedules
module

time slots, it will allow the teachers to assign/de-assign the
student to the time slot that he/she has requested. In this
module, the teachers will also be able to prioritize students and
the time slots based on the requests from students/parents.
Allow the parents/students to see teacher’s teaching schedule

6.

Parents/students

and request time slots that they want (must be more than two so

requests module

that the teachers have more options to decide the schedule in
case the time slot chosen has been taken by another student).
Allow a teacher to manage his/her students’ payments:

6

Payment module

add/modify/search payments. This module also allows the
teacher to keep track of all his/her students’ balances.
This module is a small messaging subsystem. It allows users to
send messages and reminders to each other depending on the

7

Reminder module

roles of the user (discussed in the previous section). The
senders can decide whether or not a copy of the reminder will
be sent to sender’s email address.

8

Report module

Allow the studio’s managers to generate reports related to
inventories, orders, and competitions information.
Allow the studio’s managers to maintain images and photo

9

Images module

albums regarding the studio. The other users (students,
teachers) can only view these photos and albums.

Table 2. Core functionalities
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No.

1

Module name

Personal schedule
module

Functionalities
Allow every user in the system to manage their personal
schedule by themselves: add/delete/modify daily events
add/delete/modify event categories.

Table 3. Functionalities provided by third party software
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Figure 3 shows the class diagram for the Student Management System.

Figure 3. Class diagram for the student management system
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The system was developed based on 12 main classes. Among these classes, there
are 2 aggregate classes which are Category and Inventory.


User class:
This class stores the information of the users in the system including their
username, password and user type.



Inventory class:
This class represents the inventory in the system. One inventory object
can have multiple order objects associated with and belongs to one
category only.



Order class:
This class stores the order’s detail information. One order object can only
associate to one inventory object.



Category class:
This class represents the category in the system. One category object can
have multiple sub-category objects as well as multiple inventories
associated with.



Sub-category class:
This class represents the sub-category in the system. One sub-category
object can only associate to one category.



Payment class:
This class represents the information of the monthly payment from the
parents as well as the balance of the student.



Schedule class:
This class stores the teaching/learning schedule in the system.



Reminder class:
This class stores the information of the reminder. It is basically the email
message which has the sender, recipients, content of the reminder and
date/time that the recipients need to reply.
17



Competition class:
This class represents the competition or recitals conducted by the studio.



Controller Factory class:
This class is the intermediary between the GUI and the database. It is
responsible for receiving the request from a client. Once a request is
received, it executes the appropriate business logic and then produces the
output/result to the GUI.



DBInterface class:
This class is to retrieve/update/insert/delete information from the
database.



ErrorFactory class:
This class is to return friendly notifications/guidelines to users if there is
any errors happened during the run time.
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3.4 Database design
The database design was the most complex process in this project. Since all the
current data for the studio was kept in spreadsheets (mostly Microsoft Excel files),
there were a lot of inconsistencies and redundancies that need to be eliminated. A lot
of time was spent by the developer in checking the consistency and integrity of the
data. To solve this problem, the developer used the feature of SQL Management Studio
2008 to convert the Excel documents to SQL tables. Then, by adding the relationships
between tables manually as well as automatically checking, several inconsistencies in
the previous data were eliminated.
Another major issue was invalid data entry in the previous studio’s documents.
Most errors were found to be in data corresponding to Date/Time, currency and
number type. For example, the field with Date/Time type was entered in both short
format and long format, the field with currency type was entered in both text and
number format etc. This issue led to a problem for the conversion mentioned above. To
solve this issue, the developer had to manually change invalid data to valid one.
One of the requirements was to keep track of all pending orders that the studio
ordered. These pending orders will be moved to the ORDER table only when they are
received by the studio. Otherwise, they cannot be inserted into this table. Moreover,
the managers also want to check whether or not they received the items. Therefore, to
address this problem, a table named “PENDING ORDER” was created to keep track of
the pending orders. When pending orders are marked as received, they will be moved
to the ORDER table. Figure 4 shows the database design for the student management
system.

19

Figure 4. Database design for the student management system
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The following tables describe only the most important schemas in the database
which play major roles in the system:
Column name
ID

Description
Store value of record’s index

Firstname

Store user’s first name

Lastname

Store user’s last name

MiddleInitial
UserType
Sex
DateOfBirth
Address

Store user’s middle initial
Store user type. It could be teacher, manager or student
Store user’s sex
Store user’s date of birth
Store user’s address

City

Store user’s city

State

Store user’s state

ZipCode

Store user’s Zip Code

HomePhone

Store user’s home phone

WorkPhone

Store user’s work phone

CellPhone

Store user’s cell phone

Username

Store user’s username to login to the system

Email

Store user’s email address

21

HeardAboutStudio

Store information how the user heard about the studio

Started

Store information when the user joined the studio

Inactive

Store user’s status: active or inactive

Table 4. User schema description in chapter 4

Column name

Description
Store value of record’s index

ID
Name

Store category name

Additional Information

Store additional information of the category

Table 5. Category schema description in chapter 4

Column name

Description
Store value of record’s index

ID
CategoryID

Store category ID which this sub-category belongs to

Additional Information

Store additional information of the sub-category

Table 6. Sub-Category schema description in chapter 4
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Column name

Description
Store value of record’s index

ID
SubCategoryID

Store sub-category’s id that the inventory belongs to
Store inventory’s publisher

Publisher

Store inventory’s item number

ItemNumber
NumberOfRemaining

Store number of the inventory remaining in the studio
Store inventory’s title

Title
AdditionalInformation

Store inventory’s additional information

CoverSuggestionPrice

Store inventory’s cover/suggestion price

DiscPrice

Store inventory’s discount price

LevelBook

Store inventory book level

ComposerEditor

Store inventory’s composer/editor

Table 7. Inventory schema description in chapter 4

Column name
ID
InventoryID
Publisher
ItemNumber

Description
Store value of record’s index
Store the inventoryID of which this order associates to
Store order’s publisher
Store order’s item number
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Store order’s title

Title
AdditionalInformation

Store order’s additional information

CoverSuggestionPrice

Store order’s cover/suggestion price
Store order’s discount price

DiscPrice
OrderQuantity
LevelBook

Store number of order quantity
Store order book level

ComposerEditor

Store inventory’s composer/editor

OrderedDate

Store date of order

ReceivedDate

Store date of receiving the order

InvoiceNumber

CancelOrNotAvailable

IsReceived

Store the invoice number of the order
Store the value indicate whether or not the order is
canceled or not available
Store the value indicate whether or not the order is received

Table 8. Order schema description in chapter 4

Column name
ID
UserID
PaidDate

Description
Store value of record’s index
Store parent/student’s id
Store the date the parent/student paid the tuition
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Amount
CheckNumber
Balance

Store the amount the parent/student paid
Store the check number
Store the balance of the parent/student

Table 9. Student Balance schema description in chapter 4
Column name

Description
Store value of record’s index

ID
StudentID

Store the id of the parent/student who make the request

TeacherID

Store the id of the teacher being requested

RegisterTimeSlots
DateSubmitted

Store the value of the time slots being requested
Store the date that the request was made

Table 10. Student Request Schedule schema description in chapter 4
Column name

Description
Store value of record’s index

ID
StudentID

Store the id of the student

TeacherID

Store the id of the teacher

Timeslot

Store the value of the scheduled time slot

Table 11. Final Schedule schema description in chapter 4
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3.5 Security Design
The Student Management System is a multi-user web based application which
stores and processes some confidential information such as personal information,
financial information of the studio etc. Therefore, security was one of the major
concerns throughout the development process of the project.
All authorization and authentication processes were automatically supported and
done by Microsoft .NET framework. Each user has his/her own username and
password, and they can only perform a specific set of functionalities based on their
user roles. For example, student and teacher users

have limited privileges and so

would not be able to view the financial information of the studio such as
inventories/orders information.
Another feature that provided to support security is that the user’s password is
only stored in the database and is encrypted. This kind of encryption will ensure that
even the database administrator cannot guess or retrieve the password because it is a
one way encryption. The user can access the system only if he/she enters a password
and this password is hashed and matched to the one stored in the database.
During the design phase, the developer took care of data validation and
verification on both client-side and server-side of the application. It is really apparent
that client-side validation only is not secure, because some malicious users can see the
Java Script code and change the script to try different values until something
unauthorized is revealed. The developer has combined both Java Script and the clientside validation supported by Microsoft .NET framework to verify the data input by the
users. Users are also provided tooltips for every input field and so they have the
guidance when they do not know whether or not the data is valid. The information
from the client side will be passed to the application layer and then be checked one
more time to verify the correctness. These steps minimize the risks to the system
created by the users.
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3.6 User Interface Design
The Student Management System contains a web-based graphical user interface,
also known in some literature as a WUI (Web User Interface). This interface consists
of many ASP.NET web pages through which the users interact. ASP.NET page is
basically a HTML page with associated code that is to be processed by the server
before it is returned to the client. The code is specified in C#. Microsoft Visual Studio
2008 takes care of associating the code with the associated HTML used for the actual
presentation layer. Code may also be embedded directly into HTML. The code-behind
methodology was selected by the developer instead, since it allows for better
encapsulation, easier maintenance, and better readability at the price of slow
performance.
Regardless of the coding method used for web pages, all ASP.NET code is
processed on the web server and is replaced with HTML before the response is sent
back to the requesting client. This allows multiple browsers such as Internet Explorer,
Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, and Safari etc. interact with the system, even though
the client browsers may be on non-Windows platforms or older versions of the
Windows operating system.
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3.7 Online help system
The Student Management System provides the most useful features for the
studio’s managers as well as to the students and teachers so that they can operate more
efficiently. However, most of the users in the system have little experience using
computers and knowledge about technology. Therefore, producing invalid data inputs
or having troubles to operate a function is unavoidable. To support the users, besides
the tooltips provided for every data fields, the developer has integrated an online help
system inside the web application.
The online help system is a sub-system which contains HTML web pages. It
consists two parts:


The first part contains all common topics that users may want to see or
know when they access the system. Those topics help users manage user,
schedule, report, reminder, photo, payment, order and inventory. Each
help page will show which type of user can perform the operation and
guide the user step by step to successfully finish the operation. This help
page also lists all valid inputs for every data field so the users will have
the document to reference when they do not know how to enter the data.



The second part is the search feature which allows users to enter any
keyword and the system will return the topic containing that keyword.
The search feature provides another convenient way so the users can
quickly find the topic they want.
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3.8 Testing
Testing was started right away once the requirement document was completed
and after getting feedback on the rapid prototype. Review and inspection of the
requirement document was done in several iterations and by the end of the requirement
phase there were about 10 defects found. After those defects were fixed, the developer
kept the requirement document fixed and the incremental software development life
cycle was followed to engineer the project. On completion of each module, unit testing
as well as integration testing were performed.
After the entire software was developed, the system testing was thoroughly
conducted both by the developer and the studio’s users for about a month (from the
middle of Nov 2009 to middle of Dec 2009). Currently, the product is left with the
customer for beta testing. If they find any issues, they will contact the developer. It is
agreed that the developer will maintain the system through offline contacts for some
time until the product is stable.

3.9 Deployment
Since the Reed Music Studio already has the website which has the
advertisement information of the studio, the managers want to integrate the new
system into their current web host. Therefore, the developer divided the deployment
into three phases:


In the first phase, the developer deployed the system on his own machine.
The database server was SQL Server Express and the web application
was compiled and run directly on a local host. There were no problems
reported in this phase.



In the second phase, the developer started to deploy the system on his
own web server. The web server is running Microsoft SQL Server 2005
and allows the .NET framework 3.5 to be deployed. This was the first
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time the developer deployed a .NET web application to an unfamiliar
web hosting service, and so there were a lot of troubles encountered.
Mostly it was due to the restriction of the web hosting company to the
deployed assemblies (a combination of single file or multiple files in
ASP.NET). They only allow the assemblies with the Medium Trust level
to be deployed. However, in the system, there is more than one important
assembly that needs the Full/High Trust level in order to work correctly.
For example, the assembly for Microsoft Chart Control or the one for
Scheduler control is one of them. It took about two weeks for the
developer to discuss and negotiate with the web hosting company so they
could increase the trust level for the project. The other troubles were
mostly due to the lack of the developer’s experience on hosting webbased applications.


In the last phase, after the project works stably on the developer’s web
server, the developer will give all the source code as well as the
documents to the person who is currently maintaining the studio’s
website. He/she will follow the developer’s guidance to integrate the new
web application the studio’s current web hosting. This phase will take a
lot of time to communicate technical issues back and forth and is not
done yet.
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4. Limitations

Development of the Student Management System is the first attempt to automate
the entire managing workflow inside the studio as well as to eliminate a series of paper
work needed and reduce manual work time for studio’s managers. While the system
has many capabilities and advantages for the studio, it still has some limitations:


The GUI is easy and simple to use, but it is not quite attractive to the
users.



After

every

school

year,

the

managers

have

to

delete

the

teaching/learning schedule of the previous year manually.


The user’s ability to create his/her configurable profile is not supported in
this version. For example, a user may want to change the current font in
the application to his/her favorite, or change the layout and appearance of
the web pages.



Reports generated by the system are not printable. If the managers want
to print, they must use the print feature integrated in the web browsers.
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5. Continuing Work

Since the system still has some limitation listed on section 5, there are still few
requirements and enhancements need to be implemented in future versions:


Generate reports in printable formats.



Modify the system to be a portal so that the users can easily change the
appearance of the web application.



Automatically delete the teaching/learning schedule after every school
year, and then send emails to the teachers as well as the students to renew
the schedule.

Further modifications to the user interface may also be performed to achieve the
desired look and feel which satisfies most of the users in the system.
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6. Conclusion

The Student Management System for Reed Music Studio is a web application
which is capable of storing and maintaining different types of user accounts, keeping
track of the inventories and orders database, managing the teaching and learning
schedules as well as the payments made by students. It also allows studio’s managers
to generate reports about all the information related to inventories and orders database.
The system was designed to capture all vital information needed to improve the
management of workflow inside the studio. The system helps the managers reduce
most of the manual steps and organize data more efficiently. Many of the data entry
tasks are automated and save a significant amount of time for users. It also provides a
consistent interface to the application data that is enforced by referential integrity
constraints specified in the database.
In conclusion, the Student Management System for Reed Music Studio promises
to be a fast, easy, cost efficient and effective tool to address most of the studio’s issues
as well as being a really good alternative to replace the current manual workflow in the
studio.
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APPENDIX A: Selected screen shots

Figure 5. Login screen
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Figure 6. User dashboard
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Figure 7. Create user wizard
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Figure 8. Search users
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Figure 9. Add inventory
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Figure 10. Search inventory
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Figure 11. Add order
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Figure 12. Search order
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Figure 13. Inventory report
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Figure 14. Inventory report (2)
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Figure 15. Personal schedule
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Figure 16. Request schedule screen
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Figure 17. Teacher’s available schedule
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Figure 18. Create album and upload image
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Figure 19. View album
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Figure 20. Send a reminder
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Figure 21. Change password
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Figure 22. Online help system – common topics
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Figure 23. Online help system – search feature
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